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KOP Killer Rosetta Books
From the depths of R'lyeh come twenty-one brand-new, utterly terrifying,
and thoroughly entertaining short stories of horror and the macabre! Taking
their inspiration from works by Lovecraft himself, prominent writers such as
Caitlin R. Kiernan, Brian Stableford, Ramsey Campbell, Michael Shea,
Darrell Schweitzer, Donald R. Burleson, and David J. Schow delve deep into
the psyche, expanding on concepts H.P. Lovecraft created and taking them in
new directions. The result is stories that are wholly original, some even
featuring Lovecraft himself as a character. Black Wings editor S.T. Joshi is

the recognized authority on all things Lovecraftian, and is famous for his
restorations of Lovecraft's original works. He has assembled a star-studded
line-up in a book that is essential for every horror library. Including:
Pickman's Other Model - Caitlín R. Kiernan Desert Dreams - Donald R.
Burleson Engravings - Joseph S. Pulver, Sr. Copping Squid - Michael Shea
Passing Spirits - Sam Gafford The Broadsword - Laird Barron Usurped -
William Browning Spencer Denker's Book - Davd J. Schow Inhabitants of
Wraithwood - W.H Pugmire The Dome - Mollie L. Burleson Rotterdam -
Nicholas Royle Tempting Providence - Jonathan Thomas Howling in the
Dark - Darrell Schweitzer The Truth About Pickman - Brian Stableford
Tunnells - Philip Haldeman The Correspondence of Cameron Thaddeus Nash
- Annotated by Ramsey Campbell Violence, Child of Trust - Michael Cisco
Lesser Demons - Norman Partridge An Eldritch Matter - Adam Niswander
Substitutions - Michael Marshall Smith Susie - Jason Van Hollander
Mars Casemate Publishers
In this M/M homage to the classic novel, Valley of the Dolls,
Lambda-winning author Ryan Fields introduces us to six gay
men searching for love and fame in the celebrity-fueled worlds of
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Broadway and Hollywood. The wide-eyed lawyer Rush Goodwin
abandons his quaint New England life for the bright lights of New
York City, where he meets singers/actors Cody and Anderson,
and their partners, who are all just as young and innocent as he
is. When Rush meets his new boss, handsome lawyer Lance
Sharp, it's love at first sight and the beginning of a turbulent
affair. As fame and fortune knock on each of their doors, Rush
and his friends each learn, in their own different ways, that
nothing ever goes according to plan. They each find themselves
seeking the comforts of drugs (nicknamed ‘dudes’ to those in
the know) to deal with the stress of success, which leads to its
own spiral down the proverbial rabbit hole of broken hearts and
dreams. But sometimes, we learn from our mistakes, and Rush
and Lance find themselves when they let go and follow their
hearts.
The State of Jones Castle Books
Table of Contents:Introduction"Mrs. Henderson's Cemetery
Dance""Letter From A Murderous Construct and His Robot
Fish""Annabelle Tree""A Cage, Her Arms""Call Center
Blues""Mitch's Girl""All The Right Words""Monsters, Monsters,
Everywhere""About the Mirror and its Pieces"About the
Stories---Robot tech support, helpful zombies, monster hunting
in the Lacandan Jungle, a little girl who grows up to be the Ice
Queen--and just for fun, a sonnet about a murderous robot.
You can find all of this and more in Women and Other
Constructs , the first short story collection by Carrie Cuinn.
The "Introduction" talks about the broader themes behind the
book, and "About the Stories" gives a quick look at what
inspired each of them. 20,000+ words.

Women and Other Constructs Dramatists Play Service Inc
These short tales of undead Romance, Revenge, Risk, and

Raunch will leave readers shambling, moaning, and clawing for
more. Features works by Pete Alberti, Damon B, Renee Bennett,
Xander Briggs, Jennifer Brozek, J.R. Campbell, Johann Carlisle,
Nathan Crowder, and Carrie Cuinn.
Towards an Authentic R'Lyehian Spirituality CreateSpace
"In this pioneering study, Bobby Derie has presented an objective and scholarly
analysis of the signficant uses of love, sex and gender in the work of H.P.
Lovecraft and some of his leading disciples"--P. [4] of cover.
The Pleasures, Profits and Politics of Sex in Performance N A L
Features short stories and poems inspired by the late author that takes
place in the future and combines the genres of horror and science fiction.
Love In Vein II Dark Horse Comics
The H.M.S. Unseen is one of the most efficient, lethal submarines ever built. But
suddenly, on a training mission off the English coast, it vanishes, baffling military
intelligence on both sides of the Atlantic, including National Security Adviser
Admiral Arnold Morgan. A missing weapon is dangerous enough. But then the
unthinkable begins to happen... Planes begin blowing up across the skies.
Searching for answers, Morgan is convinced that only one man can be behind all
these devastating events: his archenemy, the world's most cunning—yet
reportedly dead—terrorist spy. Determined to stop his old nemesis, Morgan
must use all his wits to find a madman armed with a powerful sub hidden
somewhere in a million square miles of ocean. What Morgan doesn't know,
however, is that the fanatical terrorist has a plan of his own, one that will bring
these two intense warriors face-to-face—and only one will come out alive in one
of the most chilling spy stories of the year.
The Summer Dragon Noir Pub
A hilarious, deftly written debut novel about a woman whose wanderlust is
about to show her that sometimes you don’t have to travel very far to
become the person you want to be⋯ There are many reasons women
shouldn’t travel alone. But as foul-mouthed, sweet-toothed Kika Shores
knows, there are many more reasons why they should. After all, most
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women want a lot more out of life than just having fun. Kika, for one, wants
to experience the world. But ever since she returned from her yearlong
backpacking tour, she’s been steeped in misery, battling rush hour with
all the other suits. Getting back on the road is all she wants. So when
she’s offered a nanny job in London – the land of Cadbury Cream Eggs
– she’s happy at the prospect of going back overseas and getting paid
for it. But as she’s about to discover, the most exhilarating adventures can
happen when you stay in one place⋯ Wise, witty, and hilarious, Girls
Who Travel is an unforgettable novel about the highs and lows of getting
what you want—and how it’s the things you least expect that can change
your life.
The Klockwerk Kraken CthulhuroticaNecronomiconThe Journal of
Horror and Erotic Cinema
Finalist for the Bram Stoker Award In Hotter Blood, sex and horror
are coupled to an ecstatic effect. This is the second in the provocative
anthology series that defined a genre and spanned a generation.
Grant Morrison's Bram Stoker-nominated "The Braille
Encyclopedia" spearheads a collection of 24 original stories, with
additional contributions from horror stars like Richard Laymon and
Nancy Collins, comic book talents Kurt Busiek and John Byrne, and
superstar horror director Mick Garris. Explore the dark side of
having your lover in "The Tub" with you, find out when
"Confession" isn't good for the soul, and feed your hunger for erotic
horror with this delectable collection... Cemetery Dance called
Hotter Blood "outstanding," Gauntlet labeled it "aggressive and
riveting, a virtual Who's Who of modern horror," and to 2AM
Magazine, it's "Amazing...highly recommended."
Tales of Lovecraftian Horror Noir Publishing
The Cult of Cthulhu shall never die. Its untenable spirit, unearthly

and ichorous, is spreading far and wide through the Matrix-esque
reality program that we are immersed in. As you read these words, try
to wake up from the illusions surrounding you. This book is our
manifesto, our truth, our bible! Cthulhu Cult is the integration of
H.P. Lovecraft's Cthulhu Mythos, Satanism, Chaos Magic, the
Fourth Way, and other Left Hand Path traditions. It is also the
fruition of my special plan: to see this world's flaws, to understand
why they exist, and then finally. to overcome them! Years ago, I knew
that humanity was on the wrong track, and this horrid green tome
corrects the mistake of man... before us rushes a new flood of reason.
When the Old Ones return, this world shall drown before Their
might.
The Animal Hour Anchor Books
"Scott R. Jones deftly breaks down the barriers between the bright
logic of our daytime intellect and the fearful non-Euclidean
symmetries of our darkest dreams, revealing the Black Gnosis: a
radical mode of being that anticipates a new appreciation of
humanity's place in an increasingly dire and indifferent cosmos.
When The Stars Are Right asks the reader a simple question: 'Are
you keeping it R'lyeh?' The answers may surprise you"--Back cover.
We Have Always Lived in the Castle Routledge
Presents a number of the author's key performance texts and essays, and
interviews with artists who have worked closely with her over the years, together
with a critical introduction and commentaries. By locating her discourse on her
own body, she renders exploitation impossible and refers to herself as a post-
porn modernist .
Roger Fishbite Bloomsbury Publishing
When he is chosen to be the apprentice of an ailing protective assassin in a
world dominated by a nihilistic urban cult, Nico accompanies his master
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on a mission to kill the murderous son of the cult's ruthless matriarch.
The Color Your Own Cover Limited Edition Mythos Books
Thirteen-year-old Lucky Linderhoff offers a candid account of how
she was seduced by her mother's husband, Roger Fishbite, at the age
of eleven, during a hectic odyssey of motels, in a arresting new novel
by the author of Clea and Zeus Divorce. 15,000 first printing.
The Nazi Occult Lulu.com
As the nature of contemporary performance continues to expand into
new forms, genres and media, it requires an increasingly diverse
vocabulary. Reading Contemporary Performance provides students,
critics and creators with a rich understanding of the key terms and ideas
that are central to any discussion of this evolving theatricality. Specially
commissioned entries from a wealth of contributors map out the many
and varied ways of discussing performance in all of its forms – from
theatrical and site-specific performances to live and New Media art. The
book is divided into two sections: Concepts - Key terms and ideas
arranged according to the five characteristic elements of performance art:
time; space; action; performer; audience. Methodologies and Turning
Points - The seminal theories and ways of reading performance, such as
postmodernism, epic theatre, feminisms, happenings and animal studies.
Case Studies – entries in both sections are accompanied by short studies
of specific performances and events, demonstrating creative examples of
the ideas and issues in question. Three different introductory essays
provide multiple entry points into the discussion of contemporary
performance, and cross-references for each entry also allow the plotting of
one’s own pathway. Reading Contemporary Performance is an
invaluable guide, providing not just a solid set of familiarities, but an
exploration and contextualisation of this broad and vital field.
When the Stars Are Right St. Martin's Press
In the dark dungeons beneath Nazi Germany, teams of occult experts delved

into ancient and forbidden lore, searching for lost secrets of power. This book
tells the complete history of the Nazi occult programs, from their quests for the
Ark of the Covenant, the Spear of Destiny, and the Holy Grail, through their
experiments with lycanthrope and zero-point energy. It also includes
information on the shadow war fought in the dying days of the Reich as the Nazis
deployed strange flying saucers that battled to save their final stronghold in the
Antarctic. For years, the Allied governments worked to keep this information
from reaching the public, and sought to discredit those few who dared to seek the
truth. Now, using a combination of photography and artwork reconstructions,
the true story of the most secret battles of World War II can finally be told.
Hotter Blood Edge Science Fiction & Fantasy Pub
THIS IS A SPECIAL COLOR-YOUR-OWN-COVER EDITION.
When the right space pilot walks into his bar, a desperate bartender
uses all his wiles (and tentacles) to talk the man into business and his
bed--but the spacer is still enslaved by his past and isn't sure he can
deal with a two-handed lover, much less one with six. As the supply
shipments stop coming, Teo Houdin needs all his tentacles to keep
his waystation bar open. Facing a riot by thirsty miners stranded in
the backwater of the galaxy, Teo helps a greenie space pilot buy a
ship in return for a regular haul of liquor. But he longs for the
courage to invite the enigmatic spacer to fill his lonely bed as well.
Still smarting from his newly implanted navigational ports, Jimenez
knows owning his own ship will prevent him from ever being bought
and sold again. For a former slave, transporting cargo through the
emptiness of space sounds like paradise, but after meeting the
compassionate and sexy Teo, his heart feels empty, too. At the edge
of the galaxy's spiral arm, can Teo convince Jimenez that the heart
has its own tentacles and theirs should be entwined forever?
Cthulhurotica Titan Books (US, CA)
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THE TAINT OF LOVECRAFT by Stanley C. Sargent, published by
Mythos Books LLC, 2002, first printing, 160 pages. Edited with
individual story introduction by Robert M. Price. Introduction by
Richard Lupoff. Cover by D.L. Hutchinson. Interior artwork by
Allen Koszowski, Daniel Alan Ross, Jeffrey Thomas and Peter
Worthy. Do you dare unearth the secrets of cosmic horror? Within
these pages lie the horrifying resolutions to mysteries that have long
haunted the devotees of H.P. Lovecraft. The infamous Lovecraft did
his best to warn his readers of the unspeakable abominations lurking
at the edges of our cosmos, awaiting the opportunity to slaughter
mankind. Although Lovecraft died unexpectedly before he could tell
all, another voice has taken up the crusade where Lovecraft left off,
daring to provide answers vital to humanity's survival. Lovecraft fans
will be thrilled by a beautifully illustrated novella, short stories and
even essays contained therein, all of them expounding on the work of
the Master of Supernatural Horror. Herein resides the terrible secrets
of the unholy "crawling chaos", an intergalactic monstrosity that
declared war on 10th Dynasty Egypt, intent on destroying mankind
and its Gods as well. Learn the truth about the alien horror that
stalked the hills of Dunwich and who really was responsible for that
interdimensional assault. Uncover the sinister fate of the half-human
traveler who was so naive that it never occurred to him that his fellow
Deep Ones might view him as a traitor around Innsmouth. And find
out how the infamous "Outsider" came to be such a hideous outcast.
The key to all this and more lies in yuor hands for the very first time.
CONTENTS: INTRODUCTION: "Howard and Frank and Stephen
and Stan - Think of the Possibilities" by Richard Lupoff. AUTHOR'S
PREFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS by Stanley C. Sargent.

STORY NOTES by Robert M. Price. STORIES: "Their Love of
Craft", "All Things Come". "Live Bait", "The Insider", "The Black Brat
of Dunwich", "An End To Worry", "The Starston Text",
"Nyarlatophis, A Fable of Ancient Egypt", "Double Screecher".
POEMS: "Old Man Cthulhu", "Dining With Ghouls or Skeleton
Gelatin", "Perpetuation", "Friends in the Ends", "Necro Feel Ya",
"Tentaclaws Is Coming (Undrowned)". "In The Mountains of
Madness", "Night Gaunts", "Wilbur's Helpless Brother". NON-
FICTION ARTICLES: "Lovecraft & 'The Evil Dead'", "Howard
Phillips Wahteley, An Observation".
H.M.S. Unseen Harper Collins
The fourth in the successful series. Here the dark underbelly and perverse
delights within cult, horror and erotic cinema are explored in full. Articles
include Don't Look Back in Anger: From Egyptology to Nazism with Kenneth
Anger, Magic Is Everywhere: Occult Rituals and Surreal Images in Suspiria,
Screams and Sequels: Parody and Terror in the Texas Chainsaw Massacre 4,
Snakes Alive! Repulsion Uncoils In Anaconda and the Reptile Modern Gothik
and more.
Dreams from the Witch House (2018 Trade Paperback Edition) A&C Black
A desperate escape from a prison cell inside an alien research facility leaves
Joanie in the clutches of an alien with a handsome face, a great body, and
tentacles that could have come out of a horror movie. Her life back on Earth is a
mess, but nowhere near as complicated as her new situation becomes when the
alien test subject named Nemon decides that she's his mate.Nemon knows that
Joanie is the mate he's hoping for as soon as Thrax hands her to him, but he can
also see that she's frightened and traumatized. He must win a battle against his
own body-which has a mind of its own-to maintain control, so he can win her
trust and avoid frightening her further. His newfound friends warn him that
Joanie will need time to accept him, and Nemon is willing to wait, but they all
may have underestimated Joanie.They have escaped their fate as Iriduan test
subjects, but Nemon and Joanie can't escape the legacy left behind by their
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captors. A legacy that brings them together-a legacy that also threatens to tear
them apart.Author's Note: 18+ This book contains explicit steamy scenes
between a human heroine and an alien with tentacles.
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